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WORK STATION ANBWORK STATION ANB
KEY FEATURES

AVAILABLE FOR THE ANB510

4IN1
The side stand design is convenient for the operator to get on and off the vehicle, 
especially suitable for the working conditions with picking function, while 
providing a wide visibility and reducing the blind area of operation.

Angled columns and overhead guards design and open view mast gives 
operators a clear line of sight to the load for increased efficiency and reduced 
safety risks.

FRIENDLY USER INTERFACE
The clear and concise human-machine inter- face enables people to understand 
the work- ing mode and status of the working station without special training, 
which increases efficiency and reduces training costs.

FRIENDLY USER INTERFACE

SPECIFICATIONS

This charger has been certified by both CE and UL, demonstrating that it meets rigorous safety standards. 
With dual signal loss feature, the working station automatically shuts down if the robot becomes detached, 
providing an additional layer of safety. The station also incorporates multiple protective features, including 
over-temperature, short-circuit, and over-voltage protections, further bolstering its safety performance. 
These benefits make our clean robot worksta- tion a trustworthy and secure solution for your needs.

Dimensions (main body)
460*270*860 mm  |  18.1*10.6*33.9 in

Weight
45 kg  |  99 Ibs

Input Voltage
100-240 V AC

Max. Power
1000 W  |  1.34 hp

Output Voltage
24 V

Operating Temperature
0 ˚C ˜ 45 ˚C



AVAILABLE FOR THE ANB510 & ANS720

SPECIFICATIONS

ANS720

ANS720
Dimensions (main body)
420*225*620 mm  |  6.5*8.9*24.4 in

Weight
27 kg  |  60 Ibs

Input Voltage
100-240 V AC

Max. Power
1000 W  |  1.34 hp

Output Voltage
24 V

Operating Temperature
0 ˚C ˜ 45 ˚C

CHARGING STATION ANSCHARGING STATION ANS
KEY FEATURES

HASSLE-FREE MAINTENANCE WITH 
CHARGING STATION
The charging station has the feature of auto- matically charging for the cleaning 
robots. When the battery is low, the robot has the ability to automatically return to 
the charging station to recharge itself, and once the charging is complete, it can 
automatically resume its previous task. Discover hassle-free maintenance like 
never before with our innovative working station.

COMPACT DESIGN
The charging station saves space, offers flexi- bility, and ensures efficient 
cleaning. Its small footprint allows easy placement in any loca- tion, and optimal 
utilization of available floor area. The design provides convenience and enhances 
overall cleaning efficiency.

HIGH LEVEL OF SAFETY
This charger has been certified by both CE and UL, demonstrating that it meets rigorous safety standards. With dual signal loss 
feature, the working station automatically shuts down if the robot becomes detached, providing an additional layer of safety. The 
station also incorporates multiple protective features, including over-temperature, short-circuit, and over-voltage protec- tions, 
further bolstering its safety performance. These benefits make our clean robot worksta- tion a trustworthy and secure solution for 
your needs.


